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The culture of testimony is characterised by an intense striving for authenticity - a phenomenon 
which began to assume new potency in the last third of the twentieth century. This desire for 
historical authenticity and past “reality” goes hand in hand with an attachment to “tradition” and a 
longing to experience history “first hand” – evident in the degree of public attention accorded to 
surviving witnesses of historic events. Last not least, this is all bound up with a desire for things 
regarded as “genuine”, with a wish to reconstruct and preserve the “true” and “original”.  

To date, researchers have adopted a critical distance to the ubiquitously employed term 
“authenticity” and have distinguished between two forms of authenticity: subject-oriented 
authenticity (in the sense of personal credibility) and object-oriented authenticity (in the sense of 
materially genuine and empirically true). Despite their critical questioning of claims to authenticity 
and ideas about what is authentic, scholars, museums and memorial sites likewise contribute in 
important ways to the construction of historical authenticity. Somehow, the notion of authenticity 
has even taken its place alongside the traditional category of truth in the way scholarly findings are 
reflected on, albeit without sufficient consideration of its potential or of the problems that it may 
pose.  

My contribution will re-evaluate the notion of authenticity in historiography, the culture of testimony 
and public history. According to the heritage researchers J.E. Tunbridge and G.J. Ashworth, different 
interpretations of the term authenticity are frequent sources of heritage conflicts. While historians 
and custodians generally understand authenticity to mean a “fixed truth”, or the genuineness of a 
“historical original”, heritage planners and tourist providers define authenticity in relation to the 
needs of the consumer. Contrary to this over-simplified (or ideal-type) understanding   I will show 
that subject and object-related dimensions of the attribution of authenticity should not compete 
with one another. Rather, claims to authenticity have such a powerful cultural impact, because they 
link the authenticity ascribed to historical objects, places, records and narratives with the subjective 
experience of both the individuals who produced, inhabited, told and used them in the past, and 
with our desires as recipients to gain a vivid impression of the past. 

I will further argue that processes of authentication are central to academic and popular approaches 
to history and still worth studying, even if the effects of authenticity and “experiential” and 
“affective” authenticities are often exploited by memory culture. As historians and experts in history 
in a wider sense, we can analyse attributions of authenticity and claims to authenticity in different 
discourses as political and cultural arguments; academic and scientific authentication processes in 
dealing with history and historical remains; cultural conflicts as conflicts over authenticity, identity 
and belonging; the interrelationship between authentication and authorization in the field of history 
and heritage; narratives and the rhetoric of authentication; the media production of the authentic 
(mediated immediacy). And last not least we can use classical source criticism in an age of fake news. 

 


